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The Conquest of Gaul
1982-12-09

between 58 and 50bc caesar conquered most of the area now covered by france
belgium and switzerland and twice invaded britain this is the record of his
campaigns caesar s narrative offers insights into his military strategy paints
a fascinating picture of his encounters with the inhabitant of gaul and britain
as well as offering lively portraits of a number of key characters such as the
rebel leaders and gallic chieftains this can also be read as a piece of
political propaganda as caesar sets down his version of events for the roman
public knowing that he faces civil war on his return to rome

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
2012-10-29

the gallic wars were a series of military campaigns waged by the roman
proconsul julius caesar against several gallic tribes they lasted from 58 bc to
50 bc and culminated in the decisive battle of alesia in 52 bc in which a
complete roman victory resulted in the expansion of the roman republic over the
whole of gaul the wars paved the way for julius caesar to become the sole ruler
of the roman republic although caesar portrayed this invasion as being a
preemptive and defensive action most historians agree that the wars were fought
primarily to boost caesar s political career and to pay off his massive debts
still gaul was of significant military importance to the romans as these had
been attacked several times by native tribes both indigenous to gaul and
further to the north conquering gaul allowed rome to secure the natural border
of the river rhine the gallic wars are described by julius caesar as himself in
this book which was originally titled commentarii de bello gallico it is a
pertinent and only slightly tendentious and altogether the most important
historical source regarding the conflict this updated edition contains the
translated text and various illustrations depicting roman warfare and key
moments in caesar s journey

The Gallic Wars
2009

discusses caesar s campaigns in gaul and britain during the gallic wars

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
1996

commentarii de bello gallico commentaries on the gallic war is julius caesar s
firsthand account of the gallic wars written as a third person narrative in it
caesar describes the battles and intrigues that took place in the nine years he
spent fighting local armies in gaul that opposed roman domination the gaul that
caesar refers to is sometimes all of gaul except for the roman province of
gallia narbonensis modern day provence encompassing the rest of modern france
belgium and some of switzerland on other occasions he refers only to that
territory inhabited by the celtic peoples known to the romans as gauls from the
english channel to lugdunum lyon the full work is split into eight sections
book 1 to book 8 with the last book written by aulus hirtius after caesar s
death

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
1971

first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
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Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
1903

pompetti and tarek have produced a visually intoxicating work whose sense of
grandeur is difficult not to get swept up in a place to hang your cape based on
julius caesar s influential work commentaries on the gallic war conquest julius
caesar s gallic wars is a 136 page graphic novel account of julius caesar s
conquest of gaul from 49 b c to 52 b c painstakingly painted by hand in
watercolor and meticulously researched using the most recent archaeological
data available this book is one of the most accurate accounts both visually and
textually of this period in history the whole of gaul is divided into three
parts one of which the belgae inhabit the aquitani another and the third a
people who in their own language are called celts but in ours gauls they all
differ among themselves in respect of language way of life and laws thus begins
one of the major works of humanity the gallic war written by a man who marked
our history and subconscious julius caesar

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
1899

this ancient roman military history examines the famous gallic wars in which
julius caesar extended roman rule across much of europe in 46 bc julius caesar
celebrated two historic victories the conquest of gaul and the defeat of his
rival in the roman civil war this sweeping history details the decades of
military conflict that led to this culminating celebration historian michael
sage begins his narrative with the roman republic s early forays across the
alps clashing with the gauls in what is now provence these battles against one
of ancient europe s greatest warrior societies resulted in some of rome s
heaviest defeats this context makes all the more remarkable the dazzling
success of the audacious campaigns just half a century later by which caesar
rapidly completed the initial conquest of the rest of gaul the subsequent
revolts that occurred culminating in the great unified rising under
vercingetorix are also covered in detail with the epic siege of alesia as the
dramatic climax michael sage narrates and analyses all these campaigns showing
how the roman war machine was ultimately able to overcome vastly superior
numbers of celtic warriors to extend rome s rule from the mediterranean to the
english channel

The Gallic Wars
2012-09-16

titus pullus joined the 10th legion in 61 bc as a young boy looking for
adventure with his childhood friend forty two years later titus looks back on
the beginning of his career when he was a legionary marching with caesar as the
greatest roman of all conducted one of the most notable military campaigns of
all time the conquest of gaul page 4 of cover

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
1971

excerpt from caesar s conquest of gaul the book in its present form may be
regarded as final for the edition is large and i do not expect that another
will be demanded while i live or that i should have time or inclination to make
further alterations moreover although minute details are constantly being added
to our knowledge of prehistoric gaul and although the criticism of caesar s
text has been continued with zeal and not wholly without profit it is unlikely
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that we shall ever know much more about caesar s conquest with which this book
is mainly concerned than we do now about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Caesar's Gallic Wars 58-50 BC
2004-03-01

a detailed fully illustrated overview of julius caesar s gallic wars one of the
most important conflicts of the ancient world julius caesar was one of the most
ambitious and successful politicians of the late roman republic and his short
but bloody conquest of the celtic tribes led to the establishment of the roman
province of gaul modern france caesar s commentaries on his gallic wars provide
us with the most detailed surviving eye witness account of a campaign from
antiquity in this book respected roman military historian kate gilliver makes
use of this account and other surviving evidence to consider the importance of
the gallic wars in the context of the collapse of the roman republic and its
slide toward civil war updated and revised for the new edition with full colour
maps and new images throughout this accessible introduction provides an
important reference resource for the academic or student reader as well as
those with a general interest in the ancient world

A History of France
1859

this is a new release of the original 1859 edition

A History of France from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar Tothe Reign of Louis Philippe, with
Conversation at the End of Each Chapter
1862

known as one of the greatest works in personal propaganda ever written gaius
julius caesar himself details his famous conquest of gaul avenging a societal
grudge stretching back nearly 500 years when a force comprised of celts
heralding from gaul sacked rome itself this text in the time of caesar
bolstered his name among the people of the collapsing republic granting him a
mandate that would eventually lead to caesar assuming the position of first
emperor of rome this is the de bello gallico or the conquest of gaul

Conquest
2019-01-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
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individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

The Conquest of Gaul
1993

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have
occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by
the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite
the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we
appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process
and hope you enjoy this valuable book the below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is
provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification
caesar s conquest of gaul an historical narrative being part i of the larger
work on the same subject part 1 of caesar s conquest of gaul an historical
narrative thomas rice holmes thomas rice holmes macmillan and co ltd 1903 gaul

Roman Conquests: Gaul
2012-02-02

julius caesar s journey to conquer gaul is the story of the gallic wars
starting with his first battles as an untried commander of légions the reader
is part of the journey living with caesar and the gallic helvetii starting in
58 bc the journey begins in switzerland with a host of 360 000 people with
thousands of animals intent on crossing gaul to settle on the atlantic coast
the journey ends in switzerland as well with results that are tragic and which
have shaped the history of europe and the world the migration of the helvetii
set off the gallic wars and caesar s conquest of gaul which marked the first
unification of what is now europe

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Cæsar to the Year 1861
1872

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
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Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
1911

a history of france from the conquest of gaul by julius cæsar continued to the
year 1878 is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1888
hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as
research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and
other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical
literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today
as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for
the future

Marching with Caesar-Conquest of Gaul
2014-01-22

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul (Classic Reprint)
2017-07-25

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar to the Present Time
1867

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
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as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

The History of France; from the Conquest of Gaul by
the Romans to the Peace of 1856
1858

excerpt from the history of france from the conquest of gaul by the romans to
the peace of 1856 fabulous as are the chronicles of this period it is ho w ever
certain that the franks albeit the least civilized of the usurpers became in
time a powerful race extended their conquests to the banks of the loire and
were governed somewhere about the year 48 5 by a christian king named clovis
who was the grandson of mcrcvée and principal founder of the french monarchy it
must he confessed that christianity produced no bene ficial efi ect upon these
wild converts on the contrary it appeared only to increase the ferocity of
their dispositions and clovis who received from his clergy the title of most
christian king has left a reputation stained by every crime it was during the
reign of this monarch that the court removed to pan s clovis died in the year
511 after having secured to the franks all that district which lies between the
rhine the rhone the ocean and the pyrenees the city of paris des tined
afterwards to become the most elegant of modern capitals was at this timc
confined to the narrow limits of the isle de la cité and consisted of some few
churches and hovels surrounded by a fortification a palace was situated beyond
the walls on the south bank of the river the abbeys of st genevieve st germain
l auxerrois st germain des pres and others were scattered about the vicinity
and the grounds in the neighbourhood of the river having been partially cleared
of their primeval forests were planted with vineyards and fig trees about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

The Conquest of Gaul
1951

Caesar's Gallic Wars
2024-07-18

The History of France from the Conquest of Gaul by
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Julius Caesar Continued to the Year 1861
2014-03

The Conquest of Gaul
1958

De Bello Gallico
2020-08

With Cæsar's Legions
1951

The Conquest of Gaul
1963

The Conquest of Gaul
1956

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar Continued to the Year 1878
2015-11-03

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul
2014-01-13

Caesar and the Helvetii: The Birth of Europe
2019-10-05

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar to the Present Time
2015-11-06

Caesar the Conquest of Gaul
1951

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
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Julius Cæsar
2017-06-22

Caesar's Conquest of Gaul. an Historical Narrative
(Being Part I of the Larger Work on the Same Subject)
2015-08-08

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar
1877

A History of France, from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar Continued to the Year 1878
2015-11-03

A History of France from the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Caesar Tothe Reign of Louis Philippe, with
Conversation at the End of Each Chapter
2015-10-23

The History of France
2017-10-28
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